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QUESTION: 100
Which type of layer does NOT exporte any content or add bytes to the final SWF file when
publishing?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Guide layers
Normal layers
Mask layers
Any empty layer that does not contain media

Answer: A

QUESTION: 101
You want to determine if a device has SMS capabilities. Which property should you use?

A.
B.
C.
D.

_capHasSMS
System.capabilities.hasSMS
System.capabilities.hasMessaging
System.capabilities.hasConnection

Answer: B

QUESTION: 102
What is the default quality setting when publishing Flash Lite content?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Best
High
Low
Medium

Answer: D

QUESTION: 103
What is the value of myVar in the following command? myVar =_capCompoundSound
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A.
B.
C.
D.

1 if Flash Lite can process compound sound, 0 if it cannot
1 if Flash Lite can process compound sound, undefined if it cannot
depends on the number of sounds the device can play simultaneously
depends on the number of sounds the installed version of Flash Lite can play simultaneously

Answer: B

QUESTION: 104
Which ActionScript method should you use to access the SMS, MMS, and dialing capabilities for
the OS of a phone?

A.
B.
C.
D.

getURL( )
getProperty()
setProperty()
FSCommand2()

Answer: A

QUESTION: 105
Which command should you use to determine if a mobile device has network access?

A.
B.
C.
D.

FScommand2("GetNetworkStatus");
System.capabilities.getNetworkStatus;
FSCommand2("GetNetworkConnectionName", "myConnectionName");
System.capabilities. GetNetworkConnectionName;

Answer: A

QUESTION: 106
When playing a game written for the Symbian standalone Flash Lite player, what happens to the
game application when a user receives a call?

A. Exits
B. Carries on playing while the call is in progress
C. The game restarts when the call is terminated
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D. Automatically pauses until the call is terminated

Answer: D

QUESTION: 107
When attempting to load XML that contains white space, such as tabs and returns, what does a
developer need to do?

A.
B.
C.
D.

XML used by Flash Lite cannot contain white space
set the whiteSpace property of the XML object to true.
Set the ignoreWhite property of the XML object to true.
White space does not make a difference when using XML in Flash Lite.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 108
What is the most highly processor intensive animation technique?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Alpha effects
Motion tween
onEnterFrame
Brightness effects

Answer: A
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